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The displacement of sport: media spectacles of street support in the
2002 World Cup

Sun-ha Hong*

The Annenberg School for Communication, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA

For South Korea, the 2002 World Cup came to be largely defined by the ‘street
supporters’ – millions of Koreans who took to the streets to support their team and
celebrate its achievements. Proclaimed as a cathartic experience that would revitalize
Korean society and mentality, such interpretations obscured the actual operation of
street support as primarily a scheme of media consumption. This article examines the
Korean media’s coverage of street support, and their production of the practice as a
commoditized spectacle. The media used this coverage to develop a pervasive rhythm
of media consumption, wherein the relationship between sport and nationalism was
leveraged for a generalized and carnivalesque spectacle. This treatment of street
support was a particularly explicit indicator of a more general trend, wherein the
practice of sport spectatorship is increasingly displaced by the practice of general
media consumption with regard to sport.

On 22 June 2002, several million Koreans – the exact figure varying by the report – took

to the streets all around the country. The 2002 World Cup, jointly hosted by South Korea

and Japan, was in full swing, and the Korean team was to face a strong Spanish side in a

quarter-final match that night. A feeling of national celebration was palpable throughout

public spaces and the media. For many, street support began long before they had reached

their destination. Roads and subway stations were packed full with travelling supporters,

many of whom sported the t’aegŭkki, the Korean flag, and ‘Be the Reds’ t-shirts – a style

that had quickly become ubiquitous. A swarm of street vendors peddled flags, bandanas,

face-painting services and shirts for those who were not yet suitably equipped. Many made

the journey hours before the match itself; the core attraction was not so much the sport as

the experience of collective celebration.1 Indeed, popular spots were serviced by concerts

and shows from high-profile celebrities that seized this enthusiastic audience for their own

ends. When the match finally began, both official and makeshift televisions were

mobilized for these street supporters. The severely compromised view of the match itself

hardly mattered, as the continuous chanting and cheering sustained the experience. When

the Korean team emerged victorious over two hours later, street supporters celebrated the

victory of ‘tae-han-min-guk’, the Great Korean Republic, long into the night.

Yet for the vast majority of the participants, such ‘match days’ were only one part of a

larger and more sustained experience, the Korean media being a critical contributor. Would-

be street supporters’ motivations, planning and reflections were strongly inflected by

extensive and overwhelmingly advocatory media coverage. Enthusiastic media portrayals
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of patriotic and conscientious street supporters both informed and legitimized them, while

derivative coverage, such as stories about eccentric and creative supporters, offered a way to

extend the memory of street support into a sustained experience. The government was also

highly active in this process, working both to produce predictable rhetoric about national

solidarity and to facilitate public celebration. However, their efforts were generally

considered bland and out of touch; popular modes of celebration and participation revolved

around commoditized, media-promoted activities and objects, often at the expense of

officially sanctioned ones.2 Although the government was an important actor in this

dynamic, it was the mainstream media that demonstrated its superior grip on both the

nationalistic and consumerist dimensions of street support.3 This article focuses on the role

of the Korean media in interpellating a normative notion of street support as a Korean

practice and identity. This identity then formed the basis of a pervasive rhythm of media

consumption, wherein the relationship between sport and nationalism was leveraged for a

generalized and carnivalesque spectacle. In short, street support as a phenomenon involved

the displacement of sport as an object of spectatorship by practices of general media

consumption with regard to sport.

These developments are consistent with the increasing integration and correlation

between the field of sport on the one hand, and the ‘closely networked fields of media,

entertainment and business’ on the other hand.4 The Korean media coverage of street

support in 2002 was the product of this ‘sport–media nexus’, which involved the

‘simultaneous production of a communal identity and/as a commodity’.5 This nexus has

been particularly effective with respect to mediated ‘mega-events’. These are able to

project a time-specific field of exotic drama on the one hand, and mobilize active,

emotionally invested audiences on the other.6 Traditionally, it was sport’s ‘symbolic

significance’ as sites of moral and national values that was foregrounded in such mega-

events7; since the 1980s, however, both the World Cup and Olympics have been

increasingly oriented towards their own commoditization as media events.8 I suggest that

the Korean coverage of street support was a particularly explicit case of this ongoing

development, one which was all the more visible due to the high level of uniformity across

media publications and corporations.9

In this context, the case of street support may be best characterized as a commodity

spectacle. Following Guy Debord, spectacle is understood here as a pervasive and

totalizing logic that seeks to extend the processes of commoditization into every arena of

social activity, establishing consumption of the (mediated) image as the primary form of

social existence.10 Although street support was an activity many Koreans could and did

participate directly in, the media coverage was just as much part of the occasion as the

event itself, and constituted a key site for the production of this spectacle.11 This

spectacular turn had significant implications for the case in question. The media

relentlessly produced street support according to the principles of maximizing potential

audiences and commodities, especially by foregrounding the inalienable ‘sacred’ kernel of

nationalism and sport. That is, the media presented street support as a story of national

celebration and transformation, and thus legitimized the consumption of sport and

enriched its commodity potential by adding to the range of narratives and signifiers

available. Street support was grounded in the field of sport and was used to deploy

discourses of nationality, but both characteristics were subsumed within its function as a

highly commoditized media spectacle.

It is in this sense that the Korean media coverage can be identified as a key site of

discursive production, one that does not preclude the physical spaces of street support but is

equally critical to its development. The media’s obsession with street support as a rubric for
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World Cup coverage produced what Whannel called ‘vortextuality’ – a composite

symbolic landscape that organized image and discourse into normative frames with a wide

reach.12 Here, it was consumption, and media consumption in particular, that emerged as a

major mode of interface between subjects and the field of sport. The media effectively

conflated sports, nationalism and spectacle to produce a self-legitimizing discursive loop,

wherein sport and Korea matter through consumption, and consumption matters because

sport and Korea matter (and eventually, vice versa).13 This intertextual discursive formation

generated by the media encouraged Korean audiences to articulate and affirm their

subjectivity through manifold varieties of consumption.

This article examines the role of the Korean media regarding the phenomenon of street

support, tracing it from its origins as a small group of football fans, the Red Devils, to its

eventual life as a collective imaginary in the mass media. A total of 931 newspaper articles

and 29 television programmes from the period were analysed for this purpose.14 These

readings adapt a Foucaultian perspective, wherein discourse is conceptualized as a set of

performances that adaptively deploy codified forms of narrativization, interpellation and

framing, and in turn, enact power relations and matrices of normativity.15 Discourse,

therefore, does not simply communicate a specific set of messages, but disposes subjects

towards particular regimes of ‘truth’.16 The Korean media, government and academia

proclaimed that street support was a cathartic experience that would revitalize Korean

society and mentality – an interpretation that was accepted with almost no dissent in the

public sphere at the time. However, such an interpretation sustains itself precisely on the

limits of the aforementioned discursive formation. It fails to account for the emergence of

a sport–media nexus and its spectacular turn. The street support phenomenon illustrates

how sport spectatorship is increasingly displaced from its central role by practices of

media consumption, as the media imposes its own rhythmic patterns and narrative schema

on the field.

The making of street support

The origins of Korea’s street supporters can be traced back to the ‘Red Devils’, a

grassroots group founded in 1997 to support the Korean national football team. The

founding members of the Red Devils came from a background of dedicated football

fandom, and were primarily inspired by the highly developed and organized supporter

culture in European nations such as England and Italy.17 While the group was strongly

patriotic, they were first and foremost sport fans and connoisseurs. Their notion of

spectatorship was centred not on the festive atmosphere but concerned with performing

strategic interventions with a view to influencing the athletes and the match in progress.

The Red Devils’ goal was thus to produce a spectator population with a sophisticated

understanding of the field of sport.18 Accordingly, the media coverage of the Red Devils

prior to the World Cup relied upon familiar templates of the ‘eccentric fan’. In one typical

example, a short televised feature discussed the Red Devils not so much in terms of

community organization or its engagement with the field of sport, but primarily through a

heart-warming tale of a dedicated family of supporters.19 Shots of quiet apartment blocks,

happy children in Red Devils regalia and other familiar images helped establish a semantic

macrostructure that identified the show as a ‘human interest’ story.20 The programme

emphasized the family’s personal dedication to football, and depicted the Red Devils as a

strange but loveable minority in Korean society. Similarly, on 17 May 2002, Chosun Ilbo

ran a story on the Red Devils under the headline ‘Fanatical about cheering for the World

Cup’:
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[Jung, a Red Devil] turns up early to his office every day to contact his fellow Red Devils and
discuss new ideas for supporting. He also attends every World Cup-related event without fail.
He says that his father . . . had not approved of his participation in a supporters’ group, but is
now much more understanding.

[Jung:] ‘My parents were very worried in the beginning. I think once, my mother came to me
and said, ‘they showed you with your face painted red and screaming on television’ – she was
horrified!’21

This frame of fanatical devotion encouraged laughter and idle curiosity, rather than

empathy or emulation. The media coverage of the Red Devils foregrounded a gentle

abnormality, neutered of any potential threat through a humorous and heart-warming

inflection. Their supporting practices and beliefs were, however, excised from this

representation; they were likely considered too specific to the field for general

consumption. The media made no real effort to inform or encourage ordinary Koreans to

take up the cause of these football fanatics, and indeed, the Red Devils’ spectator culture

remained confined to a minority. The footage of public spectators of a friendly match

between Korea and England, shot only a week before the 2002 World Cup, shows this

difference clearly.22 The Red Devils, sporting red shirts and engaged in organized

chanting, remained a distinct minority amongst casual spectators. Amongst this majority

of strangers, there was little commonality in fashion, behaviour or, indeed, experience; the

gaze of the viewer remained oriented towards the screen, rather than each other. It was

only through a combination of the Red Devils’ grassroots enthusiasm and a dramatic shift

in media coverage that a reflexive and performative identity of the ‘street supporter’ could

emerge.

The start of the tournament marked a clear shift in these patterns of media coverage.

For the first time, the World Cup was not thousands of miles away, but highly accessible;

equally novel, the Korean team was winning matches, providing a narrative that could

excite the public. The Red Devils, which generally fluctuated between a few thousand to a

maximum of a hundred thousand members, were bombarded with up to 7 million

registrations.23 Most importantly, this dramatic increase in scale was accompanied by

mass media narratives that gave a new complexion to the phenomenon. The Red Devils

were suddenly adopted as the centrepiece of World Cup coverage, and by the end of the

tournament, the term ‘Red Devils’ had come to refer to the millions of street supporters, or

even the Korean nation as a whole. This shift in discursive formations reflects what Pierre

Bourdieu described as a shift from ‘connoisseur’ to ‘layman’.24 The deviant, field-specific

fan was generalized as a pan-Korean everyman, and the coverage began to bridge football-

specific practices and knowledge with more universal narratives of nationality and

festival.25 In contrast to the model of the eccentric, previously deployed with regard to the

Red Devils, the language used for street supporters was much more inclusive and

celebratory, and much more strongly tied to discourses of national pride and identity.

Donga Ilbo, another major Korean publication, published the following in the wake of

Korea’s first World Cup match against Poland:

Approximately one hundred thousand people completely filled the roads. The citizens’ red
shirts recalled a ‘red sea’ . . . when Hwang Sun-Hong with a cool finish scored the first goal,
shouts shook the sky and the earth, and the citizens went mad with excitement. Together with
the ‘Red Devils’ supporters, the citizens waved their t’aegŭkki, hugged each other and cried
‘tae-han-min-guk’.26

Although the core activity they describe remained similar to the older coverage of the

Red Devils, the way in which they were presented was very different. Headlines such as

‘when the nation became one’ and ‘we created a legend’ immediately disposed readers to
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identify with the street supporters. Newspaper articles were often replete with poetic and

emotional language – a very unusual strategy in a country where the medium generally

aspires to a respectable (and usually conservative) position. These stories presented the

street supporters not as extremes, but as the ideal norm; their behaviour was not only to be

admired, but also imitated and internalized. This discursive formation effectively asked of

its audience, ‘you’re a Korean like us, aren’t you?’ These chronicles of ‘all Koreans as

street supporters’ were produced in great quantity and with a high level of uniformity from

early June onwards. They tended to follow a common format that used anecdotal and

statistical evidence, endorsements from figures of authority and emotive discourses of

solidarity and national pride.27 Articles often shared a common structure, wherein the

headline and lead-in would establish a taxonomic framework of nationality and patriotism,

and then mobilize stories of individual street supporters and events to support this

interpretation.28 Aural and visual markers of street support were also used liberally: show

hosts and celebrities donned ‘Be the Reds’ shirts and worked the chant ‘tae-han-min-guk’

into their sentences. They offered token apologies to the audience for their

‘unprofessional’ level of enthusiasm, with every expectation that nobody would be

actually offended.29 The major consequence of this media strategy was that the practice of

street support was unmoored from the field and language of sport, and framed anew in

terms of nationality. It is telling that despite the key role the Red Devils played in

organizing street support and as a source of supporters’ most iconic chants and songs, in

the media coverage, they remained largely in the background. The relatively esoteric

principles and discourses of these sport connoisseurs did not fit into the media’s rhetoric of

a patriotic, pan-Korean celebration.

In general, this shift in representation was accompanied by a decentring of the field of

sport. Regimes of knowledge and discourse specific to the field were diluted and isolated,

while generalized stories and narratives developed to cater to a wider target audience.

Although familiar ‘sport’ coverage, such as tactical analyses and match coverage,

flourished in their designated section, this served to isolate them. Elsewhere, extraneous

types of narratives and framing, such as human interest stories, celebrity stories and

features on exotic cultures and historical details, expanded to produce a more varied

textual landscape.30 Street support was not the direct cause of this remapping but a

contingent factor, accompanied by the commercialization of the media and the

government and media’s strategic interest in a discourse of national celebration.31 These

generalized stories dominated the Korean media to such an extent that, during most of the

World Cup period, the three major television broadcasters dedicated a staggering 34% of

their schedule to World Cup content during the tournament.32

Another key consequence of the media coverage of street support was the evolution of

the practice into a commoditized and spectacular festival. As corporate and media

attention grew, the street support phenomenon quickly evolved beyond the ‘core’ activity

of spectatorship and cheering. The millions of supporter spectators formed a new and

attractive market of a highly concentrated audience disposed to spend. Street vendors,

shops, mass media, celebrities and large corporations all gravitated to this market. By far

the most popular item was the ‘Be the Reds’ shirt, originally designed and distributed by

the Red Devils free of charge.33 However, demand quickly surpassed their production and

distribution capacity, and soon, ‘Be the Reds’ shirts were on sale everywhere: street

vendors stocked them on their picnic mats and wagons, while many regular clothing stores

suspended their regular catalogue to make the most of the World Cup fever.34 Larger

corporations such as Samsung also distributed shirts for promotional purposes, even

delivering ‘Be the Reds’ shirts to other countries such as the Netherlands – all emblazoned
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with the Samsung logo.35 The vast majority of these shirts were produced and sold without

the permission of the copyright holder, the Red Devils, but such concerns were submerged

under an atmosphere of national celebration that supported this environment of

consumption. The shirts were complemented by scarves, flags, cushions and even on-the-

spot face-painting services,36 all of which helped create a specific regime of practice; the

achievement and performance of national identity occurred through consumption of both

sport and other derivative commodities at hand. For the public, this ‘t’aegŭkki fashion’

offered a convenient way to perform national pride and join the festivities; at the same

time, it allowed businesses and entrepreneurs to capitalize on the commodity potential of

this public enthusiasm. Finally, it provided a wealth of visually striking images, ranging

from comically eccentric get-ups to strategically revealing attire (generally by women),

which the Korean media mobilized for its own iconography of spectacle.

Those who were already celebrities were also acutely aware of the opportunities street

support provided. Many donned supporters’ gear, attended matches and screamed chants

for the cameras in an attempt to build empathy and attract gossip.37 Yun Do-Hyŏn, the

leader of a little-known niche rock band (Yun Do-Hyŏn Band, now YB), became a

household name by lending his voice to a single song, ‘o- p’ilsŭng K’oria’. The song was

initially released as an advertisement theme, and then quickly adopted by millions of street

supporters. Meanwhile, the extensive involvement of celebrities introduced yet another

element into the lived experience of street support. Musicians and comedians held or

participated in concerts and shows in popular street support sites before matches, often

with hastily composed World Cup songs based on simple and catchy pop tunes.38

Watching a football match had become just one of a variety of experiences on offer for the

prospective street supporter. Indeed, the festive atmosphere created by the crowds, the

media attention and the celebrity presence was cited as the chief reason for participation,

above football spectatorship or national pride.39 The media had played a unique role not

only in popularizing street support, but also in establishing it as a non-specific

entertainment spectacle that extended beyond the field of sport.

Rhythms of media consumption

The operative parameters of street support as a media spectacle were highly codified and

consistent – a fact that was largely obscured through vernacular descriptions of a ‘World

Cup fever’. Media enthusiasm was strategically organized to maximize the commodity

potential of precisely that idea of a spontaneous festival. The World Cup fever was

cultivated to establish the consumption of entertainment commodities as a central

mechanism for the cultivation and satisfaction of specific desires. The target audience of

this media spectacle was disposed towards media consumption not only for entertainment

or drama, but the articulation of national pride as well.

The relationship between street support and the logic of commoditization can be

understood through Arjun Appadurai’s notion of the ‘commodity situation’. Appadurai

removes the commodity from the narrow definition of an exchange of goods for money in

capitalist societies, and suggests that ‘the commodity situation in the social life of any

“thing” be defined as the situation in which its exchangeability (past, present or future) for

some other thing is its socially relevant feature.’40 Street support was appropriated by a

number of different fields to establish such commodity situations. These ranged from on-

the-spot sales of various World Cup- and Korea-related merchandise, which directly

linked commodities to the lived experience of street support, to the extensive media

coverage on the street supporters which reorganized the image, discourse and ideology of
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the phenomenon into a consumable media text. In Appadurai’s terms, the ‘commodity

candidacy’ of the street support phenomenon was maximized in the contexts of

entertainment and nationality,41 and resulted in a decentralized and piecemeal formulation

of a varied and pervasive spectacle. As the media, large corporations and small businesses

all worked to activate the commodity potential of street support in their own particular

ways, the consumer-subject was increasingly positioned in the midst of a relentless flow of

entertainment programmes, news reports, informative and instructive communiqués,

World Cup merchandise, corporate-sponsored events and promotions, celebrity concerts

and more.

Central to these processes was the dramatic increase in the quantity and prominence of

World Cup coverage in the mass media between late May and early July 2002. For

instance, on the evening of Korea’s shock victory against Portugal, Koreans were

bombarded with almost two hours of euphoric World Cup coverage in lieu of prime time

news, and over a dozen articles from both Chosun Ilbo and Donga Ilbo the next morning.

The significance invested in this media event was used to justify the suspension of ‘proper’

news by euphoric celebration.42 The new commodity situation that emerged as the street

support phenomenon was coterminous with this event. In the same way that the ‘World

Cup fever’ normalized the news media’s celebrations, it generated a bewildering

environment that imposed its own rhythms of consumption.43 However persistent and

unrelenting the coverage seemed to be, there was in fact a ‘rhythm’ of crests and troughs

that established patterns of anticipation, progression and investment on the part of the

audience.44 This rhythm was intended to ensure that the audience would gradually

internalize this pattern of consumption and learn to enjoy its pleasures. It was in fact more

effective at captivating the audience than a chaotic and unceasing bombardment of

information, because it could accommodate varying degrees of enthusiasm and

consumption. It was not so much a heavy-handed inculcation of consuming subjects,

but rather a relationship of consumption wherein the consumer possesses a degree of

agency in the choice of specific commodities and interpretations, even as these choices are

strongly inflected by the ever-present clamour of this rhythm.

This rhythm was particularly evident in the print media, in part owing to their

comparative rigidity in format and structure. Based loosely on regular sports coverage,

newspapers built their coverage around three basic ‘phases’, using each Korean match as a

focal point. By focusing on the matches, the rhythm of coverage complemented the

schedule of the tournament itself. Two or three days before the match, a ‘build-up’ phase

would set the interpretive framework for the coming match, introducing narratives and

roles such as player milestones or subplots of rivalry and revenge.45 On 4 June, for

instance, Donga Ilbo anticipated Korea’s World Cup match against Portugal that night

with a front page cover story, ‘Making the myth of Incheon: Korean football’s fateful clash

against Portugal’.46 It went on to provide subplots for the upcoming match, such as a

rivalry between Korea’s Ahn Jung-Hwan and Portugal’s Pauleta that was largely invented

by the article in question. Anecdotes about excited street supporters were also a key part of

the build-up phase. The following article appeared the day before Korea’s match against

Poland:

Many office workers were busy looking up various football-related news during the day, and
looking for locations with giant screens to watch the game and support the team.

Restaurants were also busy preparing for the game, with various promotions on hand. One
family restaurant in Apgujŏngdong has offered a free glass of beer every time Korea scores,
and has prepared by ordering in 8 barrels of beer and putting all employees on alert.47
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These stories in the build-up phase worked to produce a collective imaginary of an

excited, optimistic, positive and unified Korea and, alongside it, a grand narrative of the

Korean team’s adventures. The former involved a sense of a universalized festival that

compelled participation, directly or through consumption of media texts; the latter

provided an emotional investment in the ongoing narrative, again encouraging individuals

to return to the World Cup and the media coverage to satisfy that investment. The myriad

of statistical, historical, anecdotal and symbolic elements referenced were of secondary

importance: what mattered for the media was to produce stories adhering to familiar

narrative frameworks, and encouraging enthusiasm and national identification. These

priorities were clearly demonstrated over the match between Korea and Italy, which the

media framed as a rematch of North Korea’s famous victory in the 1966 World Cup,

thereby applying an extra layer of narrative interest into the coverage. It seemed to matter

little that the victory in question had been achieved by South Korea’s ‘other Self’.

The media coverage would reach its climax, both in quantity and excitement,

immediately after each Korean match. The newspapers devoted the majority of their pages

to reports on the match, as did prime time television news programmes. These often

attempted to convey the raw sense of euphoria during the match itself, and used the

momentous occasion to indulge in figurative and heightened language. Following Korea’s

victory over Poland, both Chosun Ilbo and Donga Ilbo covered their first few pages with

ecstatic proclamations of victory:

We have finally done it. The dream of a World Cup victory. Korea’s warriors defied Poland’s
ferocious attacks to grind out a priceless victory. Hwang Sun-Hong’s opening goal was
absolutely brilliant, and Yoo Sang-Chul’s second half goal finished them off completely. 47
million citizens celebrated, and the Red Devils and street supporters’ cheers pierced the skies.
We had not known just how sweet the taste of a World Cup victory would be.48

We won. We won 2-0. The first World Cup finals victory that we so craved – that precious
dream is now reality. How long have we waited for this? It is a proud victory for our warriors,
drenched in sweat after 90 minutes of desperate struggle. It is also a victory for all citizens
who, in the Pusan Asiad stadium, by the giant screens in Seoul’s Sejong-ro, and in homes all
over the country, all became Red Devils . . . 49

After Korean victories, discourses of national pride and solidarity came to the fore more

than at any other point during the World Cup. This triumphant and totalizing discourse was

grounded in an interpretive framework established by the earlier build-up phase. The

euphoric discourse of national success and dramatic victory then completed – for the

moment – the narrative of evolution and triumph. The Korean media encouraged the

audience to indulge themselves in feelings of optimism, triumph and pride, and

simultaneously provided the means by which to do so. To this effect, the Korean media

sought to satisfy the constantly diminishing desire to relive the memories and sensations of

the match and maximize the return of audience interest on their investment. This comprised

the final, ‘evaluative’ phase, where the various narratives and themes surrounding the game

were revisited from various angles. Typically, these consisted of the following: ‘football’

stories mobilizing the discourse of the sport for a technical analysis; ‘personal’ stories

discussing milestones, achievements and other vagaries of an individual player or coach’s

experience; ‘exotic’ stories of eccentric and unusual events related to the match; and finally,

stories that examined the impact of the match in terms of Korean nationality. These

evaluative texts sustained the audience’s interest and provided a connection between one

match and the next. For instance, the following articles were published after Korea’s

matches against Poland and the USA, respectively, and used the template of a ‘personal’

story:
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Jung Ji-Won (32) had been watching her husband’s match in Pusan’s Asiad stadium. And
when Hwang Sun-Hong’s shot crashed into the Polish net, she burst into tears. ‘I was in tears
throughout the first half, because I kept remembering all the disappointments my husband has
had to experience in past World Cups’, said Jung. ‘He called me five minutes before the match
and said not to worry, that he’s feeling great today . . . 50

Hwang Sun-Hong suddenly felt dizzy. The area next to his right eye had struck hard against
the back of Hadjuk’s head, and a stream of blood flowed from it. Hwang wrapped bandages
tightly around his head and ran. The eye was swollen and throbbing, but he could not afford to
slow down. He jumped higher for the ball, and eagerly probed the American goal. The 40th
minute. Finally, a chance . . . 51

The first article about Hwang and his wife captured them in an intimate setting, while

the second achieved a similar effect by narrating the recent match from Hwang’s point of

view. These texts, though a few days apart, worked in tandem to cultivate an emotional

investment in Hwang and the team, creating connections of significance that embedded the

viewer into the rhythm of the media spectacle. Every stage of the cycle created narrative

connections to the stage before and after itself: once readers had committed themselves

emotionally, these connections provided them a reason to anticipate the next stage. For

just as the cycle of build-up, match reports and evaluation closed, another would open up

for the next match. Even for sporadic, half-interested consumers, the cycle was regular and

familiar enough to allow them to keep abreast of developments, and more crucially, re-

enter the flow of stories at any point. The rhythm of the stories imposed an order on the

coverage that facilitated consumption of various types and degrees.

Most significantly, the imposition of such a structure represented the dictation of

commodity logic over the content of the news. The rhythm was a spectacular mechanism;

it was devoted to the production of maximum entertainment and the cultivation of a

persistent environment of consumption. This was also the case in other commodity forms

that colonized the lived experience of street support. It has already been shown how the

pervasive attraction of merchandise, which ranged from supporter gear and flags to books,

action figurines and accessories, extended the spectacle to a wide range of modes of

interaction. These various forms of commoditization did not originate from a single

source; rather, it was a number of fields and industries operating independently under the

logic of the commodity. Inadvertently, but unsurprisingly, their efforts collaborated to

form a pervasive entertainment spectacle.52

Sport/nationalism as commodity

How might this conceptualization of street support as a media spectacle address the profusion

of nationalistic discourse at the time? To begin with, it makes clear that street support was

not a spontaneous explosion of national identity and pride, as much of the Korean media and

academia proclaimed at the time. Nevertheless, the presence of nationality as an ideological

imperative and a compelling normative force at this time cannot be ignored. This

nationalistic discourse served two key functions in relation to the spectacle. First, it

legitimized street support and its auxiliary practices of consumption as authentic

performances of national identity and pride; second, it obscured the commoditized nature

of this practice, largely foreclosing responses of cynicism and apathy. In this respect,

this spectacle of nationalism operated as a Lacanian ‘universal Lie’53 – a disavowed belief

that says, ‘we all know this is a spectacle for consumption and profit, and that it does not

operate fully in terms of a nationalistic ideal, but we will act and speak as if it does anyway.’54

This could be seen most clearly in the unique role the Red Devils played in relation to

street support during and after the 2002 World Cup. Curiously, one of the most important
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reasons why the Red Devils and the street support phenomenon had such powerful

potential for commoditization was that they were seemingly not commoditized; the media

could plausibly show that the act of street supporting was not ‘tainted’ by commercial

interests, and was instead grounded in a sacred sense of nationality. Although street

support was by and large practised through acts of consumption, the participants derived a

sense of legitimacy and satisfaction through the knowledge that they were participating in

a celebration of Korean nationality. This effectively bolstered the Korean subjects’

passionate attachment to nationalistic discourse.55 For many Koreans, it was more

‘natural’ to accept and consume the spectacle to fulfil their passionate attachment to their

own identity as Koreans than to reject it and risk questioning their own subjectivity.56

The Red Devils’ refusal to themselves capitalize on their own commodity potential

actually contributed to their commoditization by others. The Red Devils steadfastly refused

nearly all official sponsorship deals or corporate and political affiliations; however, they did

not, and realistically could not, stop all those who used their name, logos and visuals

without authorization, and allowed a huge variety of ‘Red Devils’ advertisements and

merchandise to proliferate.57 Thus, a paradoxical relationship developed between the Red

Devils as a group and the Red Devils as a commodity: the visual, aural and symbolic

elements of the Red Devils could be endlessly commoditized even as the Red Devils as a

group remained apparently ‘pure’ and free of commercial interests. One of the most

successful attempts at balancing this sense of the sacred with the commodity logic was an

advertising campaign run by SK Telecom in mid-2002. As the only exception (at the time)

to the Red Devils’ own principles, SK Telecom secured the rights to feature the Red Devils

in their campaign in exchange for provision of operational funds.58 Supporters, ‘Be the

Reds’ t-shirts and Red Devils’ chants were used as dominant tropes in SK Telecom

advertisements59; the company also held live promotional events such as the ‘Red Devils

Support Parade’, distributing red shirts and balloons and instructing the public in the Red

Devils’ supporting conventions. Notably, however, SK Telecom avoided prominent use of

product placement or other direct means of advertising. In this way, the company was able

to preserve the sense of the sacred as much as possible, and appropriate it for the

commercial purposes of brand image and awareness.

Despite this accommodation, the eventual fate of the Red Devils illustrate how fragile

this balance was, and how easily their symbolic embodiment of nationalistic values could

be disrupted. By the 2006 and 2010 World Cups, the Red Devils were beset with

challenges presented by an enormous membership and the pressure of holding bigger and

better supporting campaigns. The maturation of street support and its para-industries had

introduced new rules of the game. Eventually, the group’s management accepted several

lucrative offers for corporate sponsorship, and also derived income from the sale of shirts

and other supporting paraphernalia – items they had distributed without cost in 2002. The

Red Devils and their sponsors also took to promoting new chants and songs for every

World Cup, in order to generate material for new advertisements and merchandise. The

result was that while street support continued to be a popular spectacle in these two

subsequent World Cups, the Red Devils were no longer synonymous with the street

supporters or the Korean nation as a whole as they had been in 2002. By 2010, some were

even calling for its disbanding, arguing that the large-scale celebrations that had originally

defined the group in such positive terms had now become a signifier of their

commoditization.60 The illusion that the Red Devils were ‘pure’ manifestations of a sacred

Korean nationality, or even of a passion for sport spectatorship, had been disrupted by

excessively explicit forms of commoditization.
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The Red Devils’ transgression was not necessarily their involvement in

commoditization; it was that their involvement could now be interpreted predominantly

in terms of commercial exploitation. In 2002, the euphoric and pervasive media discourse

helped maintain the symbiosis between nationalistic discourse on the one hand, and

structures of spectacle on the other. When this balance was broken, the Red Devils became

less attractive not only as a commodity, but also as a platform for nationalistic discourse.

The life of the Red Devils and street supporters as an entertainment spectacle shows that

commodity spectacles do not operate autonomously; even as their practical operations are

guided by the logic of the commodity, they rely on the performance of a different kind of

discourse.

Conclusion

This article examined the role of the Korean media as a common site of normative

discourse, and emphasized the role of a spectacular sport–media nexus that generates its

own modes and rhythms of consumption. To be sure, the production of street support as a

commodity spectacle involved other key actors. The Korean government helped ensure that

the national mood of celebration was not curtailed by legal or administrative restrictions,

and organized ‘educational’ programmes to prime the public for the tournament.61

Businesses also brought their own interests in commoditization, and actively invested in

merchandise, advertising and public events that achieved a symbiotic effect with the media

coverage. These stakeholders also collaborated towards the commoditization of Korea as a

brand for international audiences, though the actual economic impact of these efforts

remains difficult to assess. As part of this complex and heterogeneous set of motivations

and processes, the Korean media performed a critical function: to legitimize and valorize

the commodity spectacle at the level of discourse.

The Korean media coverage of street support in 2002 was a particularly explicit

demonstration of a general trend in the field of sport writ large, and in particular, across

other sporting mega-events in recent years. The intensification of the sport–media nexus,

and the attendant emergence of sport as media spectacle, is increasingly displacing the

traditional relationship between sport and nationality onto the field of consumption. It is

not only that national values or narratives are packaged and sold; the spectacle, with its

own operative logics and principles, is inflecting the kinds of nationalistic discourses that

are being produced, and the ways in which we learn to respond to and internalize them.

Although differing in their specific circumstances and techniques of deployment, this

general principle of spectacular displacement can be found in subsequent mega-events,

such as the 2008 Beijing Olympics, as well as in newly popularized phenomena like

fantasy sport.62 Both in Korea and elsewhere, this symbiotic yet conflicting relationship

between sport, nationality and media spectacles will entail significant changes in the logic

of production for the field of sport.

Notes
1 See Seoul Metropolitan Council, 1509irŭi taejangjŏng [The long journey of 1509 days]: A report
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2 See Chu, Redŭ sindŭrom kwa Hidingk’ŭ sinhwa [The Red Syndrome and the Legend of Hiddink],
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